Our Philosophy

Moffet’s philosophy is based on a commitment to provide our students with a safe, secure environment that supports high expectations of teaching and learning for all children.

Our Programs

Our rich instructional program is based on the Core Curriculum with a dedication to excellence and a commitment to improve student achievement.

We offer the following programs:

- Comprehensive Literacy Framework
- i-Ready Math & Literacy
- Makerspace
- Al-Bustan Seeds of Culture
- Media Hub & Moffet Tattle Tale Podcast
- Scripps Spelling Bee Competition
- Book and Comic Book Clubs
- Eat Right Now
- Family School Organization
- STEM Clubs: STEM Music Girls Who Code
- 2nd Cup of Coffee-Parent Professional Development
- STEM Nature Club
- Junior Fire Patrol
- Moffet Tattle Tale Podcast
- Band & Instrumental Strings Programs
- Astral Artists
- 5th Grade Tap Dancing with Lady Hoofers
- Philadelphia Orchestra Partnership
- School Wide Positive Behavior Plan
- 5th Grade Safetys’
- Girls on the Run
- Refurbished Library with Innovation Lab and Video Game E-Sports room
- Taller Puertorquinos Art Program
- Sensory Room for Special Needs Students

About Moffet…

Our Vision

The vision of Moffet School is that every child will learn to his or her full potential. This is a vision relayed to and shared by all stakeholders, including students, parents, teachers, administrators, and the community. A continuous process that involves ongoing monitoring and assessment and modifications as needed of both student work and instructional practices will be employed to maintain this vision and to make it a tangible reality.

Our Mission

The mission of the John Moffet Elementary School is to develop lifelong learners and productive citizens who have the skills and confidence needed to reach their full potential, the ability to apply their learning effectively and creatively in the community and marketplace, the acceptance and respect for cultural diversity, and the capability to work cooperatively with others to solve problems and adapt to a changing technological environment.
Expanded Headlines Along with Issue Solving: Students will experience a more collaborative and problem-solving workspace.

Dedicated STEAM Learning Environments Will Give More Workshops.

New Workshops Will Also Provide Students with a better environment to collaborate and work together. What our students really need is updated workshops for STEM Projects.

Using a variety of environments for Resources Lab, Moffet offers an innovation lab and e-sports and an agriculture/natural video game design room.

Equipped with a Makerspace, our STEAM projects.